JUSTYN
THOMAS
hello@justynt.com
(850) 320-3016

DESIGNER + WEB DEVELOPER + PHOTOGRAPHER + VIDEOGRAPHER
As a published designer, photographer, videographer, developer
and over 10 years of quality experience in multimedia arts; I have
worked with various agencies, political campaigns, law firms, and
international corporations. In my free time you can find me coding,
conducting research, and snapping pictures of “everyday” people
doing “everyday” things.

EDUCATION

SKILLS

Florida State University

GRAPHIC DESIGN
PRODUCT DESIGN
WEBSITE DESIGN
FRONT-END DEVELOPMENT
WORDPRESS DEVELOPMENT
PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTO RETOUCHING
VIDEOGRAPHY
VIDEO EDITING

Bachelors of Fine Arts in Graphic Design
COMPLETED IN JULY 2016

EXPERIENCE
Florida A&M University

Designer & Developer (Current)
Responsible for layout and coding of a various university websites. Also
involved with the technical and graphical aspects of a website - how the site
works and how it looks. Included but not limited to maintenance and updating
of an existing site. Create graphic designs for web communications and
marketing materials. Work with management to understand specific brand
usage principles in graphic designs.

SOFTWARE
ADOBE CREATIVE SUITE
INVISION
VS COODE
WORDPRESS

422 Agency

CREATIVE DIRECTOR (CURRENT)
I have designed and developed web pages, user interfaces, and various print
elements for a wide variety of clients. I have served in the capacity of head
photographer, which developed my skills in photo editing and image
manipulation. I have established an archiving system. I have experience with
the tracking of all creative production and the overseeing of rights and
reproduction contracts.

Tallahassee Democrat

FREELANCE PHOTOJOURNALIST (2016 - 2018)
I work as a visual storyteller, take photographs or film video segments, capture
images in an authentic and ethical manner, write copy, captions or headlines
to accompany photos, use image-editing software such as Photoshop to edit
images, travel to photo shoot locations, and edit photographs or video for
publication specific to Internet.

Homes.com

WEB DESIGNER/DEVELOPER (2014 - 2016)
I have designed and developed various websites for real estate agents and
brokers across the world. My duties included, but were not limited to, mocking
up websites and social media products, trouble shooting code, developing
template systems, branding, researching and implementing modern
techniques in design and development.

Macork Solutions

WEB DESIGNER/DEVELOPER/PHOTOGRAPHER (2011 - 2014)
I have developed print designs and websites for well established businesses
and clients and performed studio, portrait, event and video photography.

Tallahassee Community College

MULTIMEDIA TUTOR/COMPUTER TECH (2009 - 2014)
While at Tallahassee Community College, I worked as a lab assistant teaching
and assisting students in all areas of design and web development. I also
assisted in various school enhancement projects to boost school attendance
within the program.

LANGUAGES
HTML
CSS
LESS
JAVA-SCRIPT
PHP

FRAMEWORKS
JQUERY
FOUNDATION
SKELETON GRID
BOOTSTRAP
UNDERSCORE

